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1

2

3 Accidentally, when I searched for details about celebrities.

4 all of  this and much more

5

6 Been recommended to me as a reliable source of truth

7 Chrome shortcut where if I type "wiki" and hit tab I can search directly in Wikipedia.

8

9

10

11

12

13 gvr

14

15 don't show this again

16 for scientific and technological reasons

17 Frequently visited site, click on it from the dropdown menu.

18 Goodness / 

19 Google search (wikipedia is often a top result - very convenient).

20 google search for information

21 great for millenials

22

23 hola

24 home page

25 hunger of knowledge

26 I also frequently use the app on my phone.

27 I am always interested in looking things up on Wikipedia.

28 I am an editor. I usually type wikipedia to get to the page since I don't use bookmarks on my browsers.

29

30 I clicked from the address bar drop-down.

31 I come here so often that it autofilled when I typed "w"

How did you arrive at Wikipedia.org? - OTHER responses to question
"wikipedia" is one of my favorite web sites   even it seems some articles could be too exalted and
misleading public like only one side view.
A dear brother introduced me to Wikipedia when I had to write a paper on certain topics. / I was
rearching for comprehensive knowledge....

Appears as first topic in many search engines. Personally bookmarked Wikipedia several years ago and
now often use it first rather than search engines such as Google.

Djfijhdjjsshhhdhoojsufnfhjrjdmdjdhjdjdjdjsjskdkdjdmmdmdjdkdksosl / a / alike
kekelekelwlellelekekskskskekekekekekekkeoeoekekekekekeoeoekdkkdkd,d

ى فيسبوك / يعمل لدى الحتحاد الرياضي السو
Translated from Arabic: Z Facebook / working for the Sports Federation Sioux

ฃลฃฃลฃลลเง 
Translated from Thai: Prizes, prizes, prizes, the prizes, the Golden Stuttgart.

လုိးကား 
Translated from Burmese: Bangalore

防水上班x / 但是共 / rtyueggu日strtwyhz 
Translated from Chinese: Waterproof work x / but co / rtyueggu day strtwyhz 

hai samdkfjrfgdszkrehoi / dsfngksdjfbgvdszn / dsgrmdkjfgbvnds rdsf / mgfdj / gjrgbfdmgkfhv;.cf;hlgtyjh /
ty / ftg / hfn/,fmohkbfdkmb ngjhpog / gh

Hello dear Thyroid gland treatment or definition not available language in Urdu. And not available a
method of medicine eating. / Please help me.

I chose it from the list of 12 most frequently used pages which is displayed when I open up a new
browser window (or press a home button, in the srware iron browser).
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32

33 I don't remember. I use it since 2006. It's my favorite site.

34

35 I have it set as a speed dial option on my home page.

36 I have made it my homepage because I use it so often.

37 I have the Wikipedia app for iPhone 

38 I have wikipedia.org in Opera's speed dial.

39

40 I learned about it online.

41 I Like It Because It Has Many Contents That Makes Me Exicited And Seductive.

42 I love ❤ your site

43 I LOVE WIKIPEDIA

44 i love wikipedia!!!!!

45 I need a edit this new page

46 I open it to read articles on different topics and subjects to enhance my knowledge

47 I read it every day to increase my general knowledge about the world.

48 I think it is a good page. I usually consult it. It is a good enciclopedy

49 I took the 5 oclock train

50 I type "wi" and it's autocompleted as it's one of my most used websites.

51 I type "wikipedia.org"

52 i type wiki just after the subject i want to search

53 I typed "lynx wikipedia.org"

54

55 I typed www.wikipedia.org

56 I typed www.wikipedia.org. ¬¬

57 I use it as encyclopedia

58 I use it on my crossword puzzle

59 I use it to look stuff up.

60 I use it while lunchbreaks at work

61 I use Wikipedia at work many times each day.

62 I use Wikipedia in several languages, so I made the .org page my starting page in my browser

I commonly use Wikipedia on my phone, as I am doing research "on the go", so to speak. Within my
phone's browser, it has a link for Wikipedia. However, I do not typically use that preset link, but rather,
when I need to use Wikipedia, if I know it will be the site I use, I type "W" into my phone's address bar,
and the so-called bookmark comes up, which I tap. (It could be considered a bookmark, I guess, but I do
not think of it that way, which is why I chose the "Other" option for this question. Other times, I will use
Google search to discover what other options I may have for possible research, but then will click on
Google's search result for Wikipedia. I also occasionally use other Wiki-related sites, but not as often
when I use my phone; for them, I use my iPad, as not everything on those sites may work properly on
my older phone. Regardless of which Wiki-site I use, I truly do appreciate that sources need to be cited
as well as other such things; if I desired to "prove" a particular fact or piece of information, it certainly
helps back it up, so I can see there is more accurate info on a particular topic, instead of things which
could be made up and/or completely fabricated. This alone allows me to be able to say that Wiki-sites
are 90% or more accurate. Thank you for all you do, and thank you to all the contributors who do an
absolutely wonderful job with everything! Please feel free to contact me with any further questions,
comments, etc.; I only ask if you do decide to email me back, please put "WIKI SURVEY" (or something
similar) in the subject line, so I know it isn't a 'spam' email, but I would be more than happy and willing to
help! May our Lord Jesus Christ bless you, also! :-) <><

I hate that Wikipedia opens up into an app when I use my browser (iPhone). If I wanted the app, I would
have downloaded it. 

I keep Wikipedia set as my homepage, because I use it so often. Also, I like the aestetic of the page: the
globe, and all the languages remind me that we Americans are not alone in this world. For me it is
symbolic of "first contact" with the Internet. When I turn on a browser, all the world is there to find. And I
rely most heavily on Wikipedia to make sense of the vast information out there. Use it ten times more
than any other internet thing. Hardly a day goes by that I dont look up something on Wikipedia. I love
you guys, please keep up the good work. 

I typed in the URL of the website.  Not the word "wikipedia" but "http://www.wikipedia.com".  It's how I
normally navigate to a website I know the name of.
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63 I use Wikipedia often, so it is "cookied" in the browser

64

65

66 I was look for an old Japanese  movie in the search engine  and Wikipedia  came up.

67

68 I'm an editor in arabic wikipedia, so wikipedia it's a bookmark in my phone browser and laptop, thanks

69 I'm an editor with 7,000 edits, and when I type "w" the Wikipedia link fills in.

70 Is my page of choice, when i am searching for complete information / in a quick way. 

71 it does not seem to be an attack site.

72

73 it is a button on my iPad home screen

74 It is on my speed dial.

75 It's a long time ago. I find the page because I was looking for an explanation about history.

76

77 it's always in my google's results

78 It's in my "most visited pages" list

79 it's like arriving at Google or Youtube...you just arrive eventually. 

80 It's my homepage 

81 It's one of my 'frequently visited pages'.

82 It's one of my most visited sites that appears in a thumbnail on my Chrome home page.

83 It's one of my selected shortcuts displayed when I open my start page.

84 It's one of the links to my most visited sites 

85 IT'S THE DICTIONARY OF EveryTHING,wikipedia,gOOgle And ASK.COM.

86 It's the first site I visit every day. Has been so since 2007.

87 its bookmarked for me.this is my favorite site! 

88 Its my first stop for research on just about any topic

89 Its one of the six pages chrome remembers as most visited when I open a new tab.

90 Its the best site to gain knowledge /  / 

91 Its the page that display when I opened a new browser window / 

92 Just something I thought I would look up back in my middle school years.

93 Knowing via Internet when I wanted a online encyclopedia.

94 Long ago. When I had to research a topic at the time, I found this amazing new "free" encyclopaedia.

95 LOOKING FRIENDS

96 Love using it to study history.

97 mommys gold flash casino

98 My curiosity to know about certain things brought me to Wikipedia.org. 

99 My go to website for information

100 no / 

101 One of my most frequently visited sites.

102 rajadhani car travels in vijayawada

103 really it is very useful 

104 research

105 Saved page on my Kindle Fire

106 Searched for the relevant Wikipedia page using Google. 

107 Sensitive Personal Information (removed)

I use wikipedia to look up celebrity birthdays, historical events. I use wikipedia for a great many things. I
really love this site!
I want to read wikipedia in different languages (armenian, russian,english) and its better way for me (of
course, it also a bookmark)

I went to the address bar and typed "h - t - t - p 0 colon - forwardslash - forwardslash - w - w - w - dot - w
- i - k - i - p - e - d - i - a - dot - o - r - g 

It had been a couple of years since I went there instead of going to en.wikipedia.org directly, so I
decided to come see if anything had changed.

It's all the above and also it has been very helpful in learning about different topics. I rarely find a
genuine mistake and usually it is corrected later. I love Wikipedia!!!
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108 Sensitive Personal Information (removed)

109 Shortcut on my phone desktop in this case. (I  use a default search engine option on my PC browser).

110 The Lizard Immuminati bought me here!

111

112 through google

113 Through people

114 to edit pages and add up new information to pages that need help

115 To get information and it's the best website for information gathering 

116 Today I typed it - it's a home page and default search engine on my home computer.

117 Treasure of knowledge. Authenticity about 95%.

118 Type "wiki" and the browser fill the rest for me

119 Typed in wikipedia.com

120 Typed wikipedia.org in url field

121 Usually to look up something I'm curious about, which turns out to be more than helpful, very informative

122 V good  /

123 we need icd codes

124

125 Went to URL www.wikipedia.org as always / 

126 When i type a different site this all was displayed

127 When I want to look for something on google it sends me to this site for information and answers

128 Whenever i need any kind of info, wiki pedia is the first thing that comes to my mind.

129 whenever i went on  search engine results it showed up first

130 Whenever there is something I want to learn about.

131 why is curriculum innovation a neccessity in any educational system af a nation

132

133

134 word of mouth

135 www.wikipedia.org

136 Wwwwa

137 Yahoo Search

138 Yes we discover knowledge for the young kids in elementary school?

139 You can read about anything. It's the best

140 you survey title says: why did I come to the site, but the question is "how" did I get to the site....

The wikipedia is the most frequently visited page in my browser. Arrive by selecting it from the new tab
page.

Well, technically I typed wikipedia, but it is an auto-completing search from my browser's bar. I come
here anytime I want to know more about something. Love the website!

Wikimedia Foundation Inc. - Język z brzmią jest w zasobów uczynienie misją internetowej w styczniu
Translated from Polish: 
The language of the sound in the resources to make the mission of the Internet in January

Wikipedia sucks. Why do people use Wikipedia anyway? To learn more about shit? Nonsense. I think
Wikipedia makes fake informations about everything.
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